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CIRQUE
MNOZIL BRASS

2019-2020 FIELD TRIP SERIES
BROADEN THE HORIZONS OF YOUR CLASSROOM.
EXPERIENCE THE VIBRANT WORLD OF THE ARTS
AT THE McCALLUM!

EXPANDING THE CONCEPT OF LITERACY
What is a “text”? We invite you to consider the performances on McCallum’s Field Trip Series as non-print texts
available for study and investigation by your students. Anyone who has shown a ﬁlmed version of a play in their
classroom, used a website as companion to a textbook, or asked students to do online research already knows that
“texts” don’t begin and end with textbooks, novels, and reading packets. They extend to videos, websites, games,
plays, concerts, dances, radio programs, and a number of other non-print texts that students and teachers engage
with on a regular basis.
We know that when we expand our deﬁnition of texts to the variety of media that we use in our everyday lives,
we broaden the materials and concepts we have at our disposal in the classroom, increase student engagement,
and enrich learning experiences.
Please consider how utilizing your McCallum performance as a text might align to standards established for reading,
writing, speaking, listening, and language.
How do we help students to use these texts as a way of shaping ideas and understanding the world?
Please use this material to help you on this journey.
NON-PRINT TEXT > any medium/text that creates meaning through sound or images or both, such as symbols,
words, songs, speeches, pictures, and illustrations not in traditional print form including those seen on computers,
films, and in the environment.

LEARNING LINKS

TUESDAY

THE WORK
OF ART

WHAT IS IT MADE OF? HOW CAN IT
SERVE AS A “TEXT” FOR STUDENT
STUDY IN THE CLASSROOM?

These seven virtuoso brass players stop at nothing. Visual humor. Body language that suggests silent movie acting
or vaudeville routine. (Stan Laurel comes to mind.) Sudden bits of Spanish narration, whether or not the audience
understands it. Send-ups. Teases. Leg pulls. Kid in the back of the class stuff – interspersed with breathtaking
music making. You could get whiplash from the turns on a dime these riffraff raconteurs take! Picture seven zany
players ping-ponging back and forth between Dizzy Gillespie and Jim Carrey. One minute a German folk song
delivered a cappella – and the next moment a movie soundtrack classic. Will we, in the audience, be enticed
to whistle along to a band member’s hip-gyrations as they slowly morph into the Macarena? Chances are –
the answer is yes!

THE ARTISTS

WHO HAS PRODUCED THIS WORK?

Mnozil Brass is an Austrian brass septet that plays classical, jazz and other genres of music. Besides the traditional
instruments you might expect, this ensemble wanders into the more eclectic territory of the customized rotary valve
trumpet and the bass trumpet. Its performance style is leavened with what the players refer to as ‘a typical Austrianstyle of humor.’ This can encompass the absurd, as elements of slapstick brush up against virtuoso brass playing.
Mnozil Brass, which can be thought of as the Monty Python of the instrumental world, also delights in spoofing
Austrian and German schlager songs. Every one of its concerts is enlivened by comedic antics, and the members are
not above incorporating the recorder on occasion or even singing a ditty like Bohemian Rhapsody. Besides drinking
songs, the band’s repertoire runs to folk songs, jazz standards, pop tunes and arrangements of classical pieces.
“Our heroes are Spike Jones, Victor Borge, Buster Keaton, Stan and Ollie and all of the other great comedians the
world has seen so far,” says band member Wilfried Brandstötter. Asked about Mnozil’s musical influences and icons,
Brandstötter offers: “Most of the classical composers, many jazz players and singers and all of the guys who write or
perform any kind of good music.”
Mnozil Brass’ founding members, all graduates of the Vienna College of Music, met while playing at the Mnozil pub
in Vienna’s first inner city district. This was in 1992. Since then, the group has toured internationally and won praise
from artists such as Barry Tuckwell, Chuck Findley, Jeff Nelson and Wycliffe Gordon.

CONTEXTS

A brass instrument is one whose sound is made by the
sympathetic vibrations of the player’s lips with the air in
a tubular resonator. They are known as labrosones, or
lip-vibrated instruments. Pitches are made by changing
the length of the tubing. Devices for doing that include
slides, valves and keys. Scholars say that these ways
of producing sound should be what defines a musical
instrument as a member of the brass family – rather
than being made of brass. According to this definition,
even some instruments made of wood – the alphorn
and didgeridoo among them – should be included while woodwind instruments made of brass – the saxophone for
example – should not. Modern day brass instruments fall into two families: valved (trumpet, French horn, tuba) and
slide (trombone).

WHAT INFORMATION SURROUNDS
THIS WORK OF ART AND COULD HELP
MAKE STUDENTS’ ENGAGEMENT
WITH IT MORE POWERFUL?

Here’s a terrific website devoted to the brass instrument family: https://kids.kiddle.co/Brass_instrument
The repertoire for this performance is drawn from the following music compositions.
Hungarian composer Franz Liszt’s Liebestraum is a justly famous piece written for piano. Even those who
don’t follow classical music recognize this theme. The title is German and is translated as Love-Dream. Liszt,
you could say, was the first superstar in music history with his flashy wardrobe, outsized personality, and
considerable following.
Anton Karas’ The Third Man Theme (also known as The Harry Lime Theme) is a well-known piece written for
British director Sir Carol Reed’s film The Third Man. Reed wanted a unique sound for his story of post-WWII
intrigue in Vienna – and this melody as well as the sound of the zither gave it to him.
Cést si bon is a French popular song composed in 1947 by Henri Betti to lyrics by André Hornez. Here is an
example of Louis Armstrong version of the song from 1962 – www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFCS7kZwxug
Pieces identified as Der Lippenfresser (The lip-eater!) are ditties penned by ensemble member Leonhard Paul.
We suspect they are one and the same but can’t prove it.
Symphony No. 88 in G major is one of German composer Josef Haydn’s best-known works. The Allegro con
spirito is the 4th and final movement and often considered one of the most cheerful Haydn ever wrote.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvazLZA3BGQ
Pink Martini, a popular band from Portland, Oregon, with an eclectic repertoire, has played at the McCallum
over the years to acclaim. Ojalá (Hopefully) is one of their original compositions.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOnASvAAoTQ
Overture from Die Fledermaus may not be the waltz king Johan Strauss Jr’s most recognizable piece but it
contains all of his customary joie de vivre. Fledermaus is German for bat, and the operetta from which the
overture comes is as zany as Mnozil Brass itself. Ensemble member Gerhard Füssl offers his own Serbische
Fledermäuse as well. And if we are very, very good, we may for good measure get Tanzmausfinale, which the
band has based on themes by Russian composer Alexander Borodin.
Finally, there is American pop singer Paul Anka’s Lonely Boy. Written and recorded in 1959, this hit tune was
sung by Anka in the movie Girls Town. Released as a single, it topped the Billboard Hot 100 with Billboard
ranking it as the No. 5 song for 1959.

“We think
a good deal about
the show’s continuity;
we really want to keep
people awake!”
> GERHARD FÜSSL
BAND MEMBER

TEACHER-LED
CLASSROOM
LESSONS

HOW CAN YOUR STUDENTS EXPLORE
THIS WORK OF ART IN YOUR
CLASSROOM THROUGH ART MAKING,
RESEARCH, QUESTIONING
AND REFLECTION?
TRY TEACHING THESE LESSONS.

LESSON 1 BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE

LINE OF INQUIRY
How does Mnozil Brass leaven and enliven the playing of brass pieces with comic interplay based on the
performance styles of, among others, Stan Laurel?

CONTEXT AND FRAMING
“The performance we are going to experience mixes the playing of brass ensemble pieces with comic byplay.
Mnozil Brass players model this byplay on the comic performances of musicians Spike Jones and Victor Borge,
as well as the silent film comedic style of actors Buster Keaton and Stan Laurel. Let’s look at this example of Stan
Laurel’s acting style.” Show a segment of www.youtube.com/watch?v=flm216VTf5s

QUESTIONING
What do we notice about his performing? How does he move? How does he use his face? What about gestures?
What makes him funny? What role do pace and the element of surprise play? What about the sequencing of actions?

ART MAKING
Suppose you were going to create a simple routine in this style. An action broken up into several parts, for
example: beginning, next, then, and finally. In table groups, come up with several possibilities. Discuss the merits
of each. Then, choose one – and flesh it out on paper as a kind of ‘script.’ These are shared with the whole class.

QUESTIONING
What is the action described? What are the different parts? How are they sequenced? What gives it its comic tone?

REFLECTION
What benefit might this kind of comedic play have in a performance of brass instrumental music? (Either a whole
class discussion or individually written paragraphs in response.)

LESSON 2 AFTER THE PERFORMANCE
QUESTIONING
Encourage through your questioning a thorough recollection of the performance. Urge the description of details, as
well as analysis of how the different parts of the performance fit together. Devote special attention to the comic
byplay of the performers.

ART MAKING
Students individually sketch on paper images that show comic moments in the show. These are shared, gallery-style.

QUESTIONING Your questions about details in these images will help students process their experience.
REFLECTION
Table partners interview each other: What are other kinds of performances – as well as situation in life – in which
humor of this kind can play a useful role? Table partners share their findings with the whole class.

QUESTIONS

PUT THESE QUESTIONS TO GOOD USE HELPING STUDENTS REFLECT
ON THEIR PERFORMANCE EXPERIENCE.
> How were the different instruments arranged – in the space and in relationship to each other?
> How did the instrumentalists collaborate?
> In what ways was humor a part of the performance?
> What were the various genres of music? How were they presented? If blends of different genres occurred
within a piece, how was this done – and with what effect?
> How did the instrumentalists move?
> What kinds of moods did these pieces set – and how?
> What did you notice about pacing or tempo?
> Which moments were climactic – and what made them so?
> How was the idea of contrast employed in this performance?
> What did you observe about the structure of the concert? What about the sequence of pieces?
> How did you respond? What contributed to that, do you think?

EXPLORE &
DISCOVER

The following two pages can be sent home with
students as a homework assignment. It has been
designed to serve two purposes:

1 To inform the people at home about the experience
their student is about to have, and give them enough
information to dialogue about it.

ACTIVITY PAGES FOR 2 To allow the student to become a bit familiar with
THE STUDENT AND FAMILY. some of the aspects of the performance before they
attend it at the McCallum.

“It’s great fun
using the whole
scale of volume
from a ppp to an fff.”
> WILFRIED BRANDSTÖTTER
BAND MEMBER

Really young students will need an adult or older
sibling/friend to guide them through the pages, and
help them with writing, whereas older students can
do this on their own. More mature students (middle
or high school) might need your to help to understand
which activities they can go deep with based on their
frame of reference. Ideally there’s little bit of follow up
in the classroom on students’ experiences with these
pages prior to going to the show. If not utilized as
homework, these pages can be also be distributed and
completed in class.

EXPLORE & DISCOVER
ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS, FAMILY MEMBERS AND/OR FRIENDS.
You will be going with your class to Mnozil Brass at the McCallum Theatre. This is a performance of
a brass band from Austria. Mnozil Brass performs as part of the McCallum Theatre Education Field Trip
Series. If you want to know more about The Field Trip Series, visit this website:
www.mccallumtheatre.com/index.php/education/field-trips
IN THIS PERFORMANCE you will experience dazzling playing and comedic hijinks by one of the
foremost brass ensembles before the public today.
Mnozil Brass cites film actor STAN LAUREL as an inspiration for the group’s zany antics.
With a friend or family member, have a look at this classic clip. How closely can you imitate Laurel’s
moves and facial expression? What do you learn about his performing style by doing that?
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9BAEJyuReWQ

HAVE A LOOK AT THE PLAYERS OF
MNOZIL BRASS IN THIS PICTURE.
What details do you notice?

What can you infer about the performance from
this image?

What questions does this photo inspire? What do you want to know more about?

EXPLORE & DISCOVER
PAUL ANKA

In 1962, film directors Wolf Koenig and Roman Kroitor made a documentary called Lonely Boy about the manufacture of pop idol
Paul Anka. Though he was a popular performer at the peak of his career, the film showed him as an isolated figure treated by his
handlers as a piece of merchandise, highlighting the young singer’s isolation. Of course, we all have our lonely moments, even
successful performers. Suppose you, like Paul Anka, were to write a song lyric about being lonely.
What ideas would you include? Try writing four rhyming lines of poetry (which if sung could
become lyrics):

1
2
3
4
Now, check out the lyrics that Paul Anka wrote: www.musixmatch.com/lyrics/Paul-Anka/Lonely-Boy
Any surprises?

HOW MANY OF THESE INSTRUMENTS CAN YOU NAME?

With a friend or family member try to name them. Also try to think which ones are higher pitched and which are lower,
as well as how you would hold each instrument when playing it:

1
2
3
4
5
After you’ve come up with your answers check
them out here:
https://kids.kiddle.co/Brass_instrument

